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pens to be the exceptionally talented singer of the Back Yard Band, has disap- peared. Fletcher soon begins to sense great danger lying in wait for the inhabit- ants of his much loved back yard. One after another, all the animals seem to be literally vanishing into thin airâ€¦ where have they all gone so suddenly? Flanked. 
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Frank Schwieger I, Zeus, and the Olympic Gang Gods and heroes from Greek Mythology



Twenty-four episodes from the lives of the greatest Greek heroes and heroines, gods and goddesses–straight from the Trojan Horse‘s mouth! Each story is complemented by a wittily illustrated profile of the starring character, detailing their family connections, their likes and dislikes and distinguishing features.



Rights sold: Greece, Turkey Age 8 and up 256 pages b/w-illustrations



Knut Krüger Quick! Save the Mammoth! Ten-year-old Henry has his heart set on a dog of his very own. But then one day at the beginning of the Easter holidays he stumbles across a mound of leaves in the forest – concealed underneath is a primordial creature—a shaggy little beast from a time long gone; a frozen dwarf-mammoth! Who needs a dog when you can have a mammoth? Norbert is the most wonderful pet in the whole world, and his story is moving, enchanting and heart-warming. Age 8 and up 224 pages b/w-vignettes



Doris Dörrie An Alien Forest 12-year-old Pula’s mother sends her abroad to a strange country where she winds up in a sinister forest with her friend Pelge. They find shelter at the home of an eccentric elderly woman, but their sense of security is misguided: a threatening monster-like creature has holed up in the house. It keeps getting more dangerous by the minute...



Age 12 and up 112 pages



Highly original, quirky and gripping: entertainment of the first order including coming-of-age, breaking away from parental influence and escape. Doris Dörrie is a bestselling author and probably Germany’s best-known female filmmaker.
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P r e v i e w To p T i t l e s A u t u m n 2 0 1 7



Anna Lott Tilda’s Animal Gang I



A woolly pig in the living room! The opening volume of a new series which has all the ingredients guaranteed to make girl readers’ hearts miss a beat: girls against boys, three delightful animals and adventures galore. The banter between Tilda’s Animal Gang and the boys gang Gregor’s Group of Ghastlies ensures plenty of fun, excitement and turmoil. But when it comes to the crunch, the kids put their differences aside and join forces.



dtv junior



Age 8 and up 160 pages b/w-illustrations Pub. Date: July 2017



Alina Bronsky You’re in it, too Y PRELIMINAR COVER



Kim is fifteen, and anything but a bookworm. Then one day she attends a school reading—and every word the author reads seems to be about her! It’s the beginning of a crazy period during which Kim finds herself doing all sorts of things for the first time (including reading a book) and tries to obliterate all parallels between the novel and her own life.



dtv Age 12 and up 208 pages Pub. Date: September 2017



A sublime and inspiring piece of young adult crossover fiction— witty, offbeat and thought-provoking by one of the most original writers on the contemporary German-speaking literary scene.



Carly Wilson Myriad High I



The things Hannah doesn’t know Friendship, first love and a series of mind-boggling events: Hannah and her friends are in for plenty of excitement during their first year at high school. Volume I of a delightfully addictive high school soap opera played out against the hyper-modern backdrop of Silicon Valley.



dtv



Myriad High II, The things Sophie conceals also available in August 2017.



Age 12 and up 256 pages Pub. Date: August 2017
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P R E V I E W H I G H L I G H T / A G E 12 A N D U P - A L L A G E



ENGLPISLH SAM TEION TRAANVASILLAABLE



Preview All Age Highlight from our Autumn 2017 list



PRELIMINARY COVER



© private
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Alina Bronsky You’re in it, too A sublime and inspiring piece of young adult crossover fiction—witty, offbeat and thought-provoking Alina Bronsky is one of the best-known and most original writers on the contemporary literary scene in Germany



Kim is fifteen, and going through a hard time with her parents’ divorce. She’s anything but a bookworm, but one day she attends a school reading—and every word the author reads seems to be about her! It feels a bit like déjà vu—it’s like the visiting author is re-telling Kim’s life story. Without further ado Kim buys the book, but she’s immediately confronted by a dilemma: dare she read the rest of the 140 pages or will reading them make what’s written all the more likely to come true? It’s the beginning of a crazy period during which Kim finds herself doing all sorts of things for the first time. She breaks into the author’s apartment, gets to know her parents from a totally new perspective and discovers a lot about herself. In the end she finds herself desperately trying to save a boy’s life. Because Jonathan—the boy in the book who bears a striking resemblance to Kim’s classmate Jasper—ends up dying after being stung by a wasp on a school outing. In order to save Jasper from the same fate, Kim has to obliterate all parallels between the novel and her own life.
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Alina Bronsky You’re in it, too 208 pages Pub. Date: September 2017



ALINA BRONSKY was born in 1978 in Yekaterinburg, Russia, but has been living in Germany for most of her life. Her debut novel "Broken Glass Park" became an overnight bestseller, was nominated for the German Young Adult Literature Prize amongst other awards and was adapted for the cinema. Other highly acclaimed books followed, most recently the novel "Baba Dunjas Last Love", which was nominated for the German Book Prize. Alina Bronsky lives with her family in Berlin.
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AGE 8 AND UP



ENGLPISLH SAM TEION TRAANVASILLAABLE



Extremely imaginative, yet amazingly true to the original The Greek gods have been cult material for kids and young teens since Percy Jackson Enough already, for Gods’ sake! For almost 3000 years people have been telling each other god knows what about the heroes and gods of Greek mythology. It really is high time the truth was brought to light.



© private



Here, the Olympians and Heroes take the matter into their own hands–from Achilles to Zeus. So readers discover at first-hand why Achilles, the greatest hero of them all, runs around in girl’s clothes and why Apollo is such a tree-hugger; what beauty queen Aphrodite and a golden apple have to do with the Trojan War; why Ariadne is known as the cry-baby of Naxos—and of course what part Big Boss Zeus plays in all this.



Frank Schwieger I, Zeus, and the Olympic Gang



Rights sold: Greece, Turkey



Second volume with Roman stories in preparation!



FRANK SCHWIEGER was born in 1968 and grew up in Holstein, in the northernmost region of Germany. He studied Latin and history, and has been working as a grammar school teacher since 1999.



Gods and heroes from Greek Mythology



Twenty-four episodes from the lives of the greatest Greek heroes and heroines, gods and goddesses–straight from the Trojan Horse‘s mouth! Each story is complemented by a wittily illustrated profile of the starring character, detailing their family connections, their likes and dislikes and distinguishing features.



Frank Schwieger I, Zeus, and the Olympic Gang Gods and heroes from Greek Mythology With b/w-illustrations by Ramona Wultschner 256 pages



der Olymp, der Berg der Götter, dort habe ich einen Palast. Abe r da ha lte ich m ich n u r selten a uf. Am liebsten streife ich m it meinem Sohn ode r einem meine r Liebhaber durch die Gegend, gerne auf , das ist meine Lieblingsinsel.



We r meine Elte rn sind, ha be ich n ie he ra usfinden kön nen. Ve rheiratet bin ich m it Hephaistos, dem Schmie-



degott.



RAMONA WULTSCHNER was born in Heilbronn 1987. She studied design in Pforzheim and works on animated cartoon productions, children’s books and game development.



in d ie Welt. Ka n n es eine schöneIch bringe d ie re Aufga be geben? Ü be ra ll, wo ich a ufta uche, kriegen d ie Menschen (u nd ma nch ma l a uch d ie Götte r) rote Ohren u nd



schweißnasse Hände. Hepha istos ist meiste Zeit in er von eheliche r



ein ziem lich bru m melige r Geselle, zudem d ie seine r Werkstatt beschäftigt. Da ru m hat fü r m ich. Ist es da ve rwu nde rlich, dass ich Treue n icht viel ha lte?



Ich ha be Kinde r, d ie meisten sta m men von meinen za h llosen Liebha be rn. Das beka n nteste Kind ist Eros, besse r beka n nt a ls Amor, de r kleine Liebesgott. Er hat a uf dem Rücken, u nd wen e r m it einem seine r Pfeile trifft, de r ve rliebt sich u nste rblich in den Erstbesten, dem e r begeg net.



Hass



u nd Streit, Mord u nd Totschlag, u nd ü be rha u pt a lle Gewalt, Schimpfen u nd g riesg rä m igen, sch lecht gela u nten u nd lieblosen Menschen (u nd Götte r), d ie sich das Leben gegenseitig schwer machen.



Meckern,



mir



Wenn es nach ginge, wäre die ganze Welt voller Wä re das n icht wu nde rba r?



17
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AGE 8 AND UP ENGLPISLH SAM TEION NSILLAABLE A TR AV A



© Nadja Bucciero-Kurtulus



Knut Krüger Quick! Save the Mammoth!



224 pages With b/w-vignettes by Eva Schöﬀmann-Davidov



Ten-year-old Henry has his heart set on a dog of his very own. But then one day at the beginning of the Easter holidays he stumbles across a mound of leaves in the forest – concealed underneath it is a primordial creature—a shaggy little beast from a time long gone; a frozen dwarf-mammoth! Henry and his best friends Finn and Zoe decide to hide it in his garden. It’s just as well that Henry’s overprotective parents are away for a few days and his indulgent grandma Scarlett is the only adult around—because when the three kids secretly lay the animal in the hearth waiting for it to thaw out completely, there can be no doubt: it’s definitely a tiny mammoth, a little under a metre tall.



KNUT KRÜGER was born in 1966. After studying German literature he went on to work in the book trade and publishing industry. He now works as a self-employed author, editor and translator of English and Scandinavian books. Knut Krüger lives with his family in Munich.



Of course before long Norbert the Mammoth is causing all sorts of chaos and commotion. What are you supposed to do if his favourite breakfast is dental braces and maths notebooks? What if he just won’t stop growing? And most importantly, what do you do when Norbert suddenly finds himself in mortal danger?



• Who needs a dog when you can have a mammoth? Norbert is the most wonderful pet in the whole world, and his story is moving, enchanting and heart-warming. • Full of funny, imaginative and magical ideas for kids of 8 and over and their families
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AGE 8 AND UP ENGLPISLH SAM TEION NSILLAABLE TRAAV A



©Mary Grace Long



Ulrike Rylance Penny Pepper V Spies on the Beach



144 pages With b/w-illustrations by Lisa Hänsch



As luck would have it, Penny’s entire gang of detectives fetch up in the Italian town of Fiorente to spend their summer holidays together. And it’s just as well, because there are strange goings-on in the luxury hotel where Flora’s family is staying: costly towels and bathrobes flaunting the hotel’s ultra-exclusive emblem are disappearing by the score! With the assistance of their two sleuthing dogs and the twin boys from the campsite, Penny and her gang set up an ambush...



• A perfect blend of girls’ graphic novel and crime thriller • holidays, children and dogs—three hot ingredients come together in this compelling children‘s thriller von all ein Foto von m mit ihre auch eins acht und Flora hat ern en gem ckerinn sehleut Tag zurü sehen den Fern d ter an den beim Fern uns spä damit wir uns, da ere uns , an dem können . wird begann berühmt



KARRIERE*



man , wenn tollen ist so was ganz, ganz



einen *KARRIERE wen n man oder so). eramann dwas oder Kam mit irgen ektivin oder (also Det Job hat



noch mal elt, ne pink alle mit die Büh n sind wir nicht auf Und dan damit er h am angen, en. wir noc Gassi geg en sind ebaut hab Rausgeh rn aufg die Elte und beim men, den kom vorbeige



WIE SOLL INS FERNTEN WIR DENN SEHEN KO JE MMEN???TZT



ULRIKE RYLANCE was born in 1968 and studied English and German literature in Leipzig and London. She was an assistant teacher in Wales and Manchester, and also taught German to children and adults in London. In 2001 she moved to Seattle, USA, with her husband and two daughters. LISA HÄNSCH was born in 1988. She studied design and illustration in Münster and now lives in Brühl. As well as illustrating children‘s books, she works as a cartoon illustrator and animator.



Flora hat angef angen zu weine n, und ihr Papa wollte sie trösten und hat gerufe dass er ihr eine n,



neue Talent ÙFloras show kauft. Familie ist nämlich unhe imlich reichÙ gesagt, das zählt



abe Flora hat aber



nicht, und dann hat Dschastin eingef angen und Fl Flora lieber mal kurz gemeint, dass mit ihm rausge immer noch hen soll, weil diese ja hier und irgendwo auch die rumrennt und Herr Örtel kein Aula haben Schlachtfeld will. in seiner



RUDI



RATTE



PRESS ACCLAIM:



CH KUC HEN TIS



Penny Pepper has it all – an intelligent buildup to a gripping and well-rounded story complete with fresh and vivid graphics that reﬂect the text’s humour and put a fresh spin on it. In short, brilliant stuﬀ!



OTHER VOLUMES IN THE SERIES:



Hansjörg-Martin-Preis for Crime Fiction 2015



dtv junior



dtv junior



dtv junior



dtv junior



Penny Pepper I



Penny Pepper II



Penny Pepper III



Penny Pepper IV



All Under Control!



Rollercoaster



Chaos at School



Crime Scene



Robberies



Winter Forest
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AGE 8 AND UP ENGLPISLH SAM TEION NSILLAABLE TRAAV A



© private



Antje Szillat Fletcher II A Rumble in the Tunnels 144 pages With 4c-illustrations by Jan Birck



Fletcher, the coolest skunk in town, is back in action! Something very strange is going on... right on his doorstep! Chloe, his charming secretary who also happens to be the exceptionally talented singer of the Back Yard Band, has disappeared. Fletcher soon begins to sense great danger lying in wait for the inhabitants of his much loved back yard. One after another, all the animals seem to be literally vanishing into thin air… where have they all gone so suddenly? Flanked by his trusty assistant Theo and with his stink pistol at the ready, the renowned master detective sets out to investigate the mystery.



• with fantastic illustrations by Jan Birck • Fletcher guarantees non-stop excitement, fast-paced action, much accidental hilarity, loads of chaos and plenty of drama— a massively enjoyable read! 2



ANTJE SZILLAT is a full time author who has written numerous books for children, teenagers and young readers. Her children’s book series “Rick” was a huge success. Szillat lives near Hanover with her husband and four children. JAN BIRCK spent many years freelancing for various advertising agencies. Later, he took the world of animation by storm and went on to carve a niche for himself in the realm of children’s and young adults’ literature. The winner of the Troisdorf Picture Book Award, Jan Birk lives in Munich with his wife and two daughters.



Verträufelt, verträufelt, ich bin echt selten sprachlos. Aber ausgerechnet jetzt fehlten mir sämtliche Buchstaben. FUTSCHIKATO!



PRESS ACCLAIM:



Na, Flätscher, das ist doch mal 'ne Show, was?!



Oha, Theo hatte recht. Olaf und seine O-Clique nannten sich The Beaters, so stand es zumindest auf ihren käsegelben Shirts. Bei der Sängerin han22



23



VOLUME I OF THE SERIES:



Antje Szillat und Jan Birck



Die Sache stinkt!



Fletcher I - What a Stinker! 128 pages Pub. Date: 2016



Rights sold: Denmark, Romania, VR China dtv junior
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Antje Szillat’s wonderfully oﬀhand texts and Jan Birck’s fabulous four-colour illustrations are a perfect match: the illustrations seamlessly pick up where the texts leave oﬀ. A colourful comic novel which borrows liberally from cinematic sources, with changing perspectives, slo-mo and zooms… Eagerly anticipated by every boy I know! eselsohr 80337 München
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AGE 8 AND UP
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Antje Szillat My Fletcher Journal



96 pages With 4c-illustrations by Jan Birck



Who wouldn’t like to have a cool detective with a super stink-gun as a friend? Fletcher is immortalised in this friendship journal, revealing what he’s particularly good at (sleuthing), what his favourite food is (bread dumplings – for breakfast, lunch and dinner), who is his favourite animal friend (Chloe Weasel) and what he wishes for you (a good sense of smell of your very own!). But what about your own friends? What were their greatest pranks? What was the most disgusting thing they ever had to eat? Where are their hideouts? Who’s got a friendly scent and who smells suspicious? On 44 double-page spreads they can reveal everything about themselves to you – and let you know why you’re such a great friend.



• provides room for your friends on 44 double pages • plus an extra double page in which Fletcher is immortalized— and reveals all his secrets!



ANTJE SZILLAT is a full time author who has written numerous books for children, teenagers and young readers. Her children’s book series Rick was a huge success. Szillat lives near Hanover with her husband and four children. JAN BIRCK spent many years freelancing for various advertising agencies. Later, he took the world of animation by storm and went on to carve a niche for himself in the realm of children’s and young adults’ literature. The winner of the Troisdorf Picture Book Award, Jan Birk lives in Munich with his wife and two daughters.



FRIENDSHIP JOURNAL TO THE FLETCHER SERIES: Antje Szillat und Jan Birck



Die Sache stinkt!



dtv junior
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AGE 8 AND UP



Dagmar Geisler The Scribblers III & IV 144 pages With 2c-illustrations by the author



Mattis decamps



School Outing to the Ghost Ship Yippee! The scribblers are going on a class outing to the Baltic Sea! And the best thing of all is that they’ll be staying in a lighthouse. When they discover an old galleon nearby, theres no doubt in Patti’s mind—it has to be a ghost ship!



© Jan Roeder



The Scribblers are all really excited—today is the day of the big school competition! All the classes will be competing against each other and it goes without saying that the Scribblers are hell-bent on winning. But then, all of a sudden, Mattis vanishes into thin air! He’s done a runner because he thinks he’s not needed anyway. But he’d reckoned without the Scribblers—because of course they go all out to track him down.



DAGMAR GEISLER was born 1958 in Siegen, grew up in Hessia and now lives near Munich with her family. Not only has she illustrated a multitude of children’s books, but has also produced picture- and cardboard books, as well as early reading books for various diﬀerent publishers.



It’s clear that the Scribblers are about to be caught up in another great adventure… sie langsamer. Der Platz vor der Schule ist ganz leer. Niemand ist da, der auf sie wartet. Keine Zilly, kein Ben. Nur Madame Mim, die Katze der Hausmeisterin, sitzt reglos im Gras. Aber sie kehrt Mia den Rücken zu und schaut nicht einmal hoch, als Mia »miez, miez, miez« macht. Wahrscheinlich denkt die auch, dass Mia eine Diebin ist.



• the first ever soap for kids: stories, excitement and laughter for boys and girls from 8 and up • ideal reading for kids who have moved beyond chapter books: Short, straightforward and accessible chapters with a wealth of two-colour illustrations



Die Eingangstür ist eine schwere Holztür. Mia greift nach dem Drücker und zieht sie im Schneckentempo auf. Weil sie so langsam ist, ist alles, was sie macht, sehr leise.



Niemand hört, dass sie die Halle betritt. Sonst würden die drei, die da hinter der Säule am Tuscheln sind, bestimmt die Klappe halten. »Wisst ihr, wo das blöde Ding hingeflutscht ist?«, hört Mia Ludwig sagen. Und Rick fragt: »Du meinst echt dieses Tigerdings?« Mia schnappt nach Luft und versteckt sich schnell im Türrahmen vom Hausmeisterzimmer. »Jaaaa!«, wimmert Ludwig. Ob er vor Angst oder vor Lachen wimmert, ist nicht so genau zu erkennen. »Nun sag schon«, flüstert Luca. »Aber ihr dürft es niemandem verraten«, zischelt Ludwig. 47



OTHER VOLUMES IN THE SERIES: The Scibblers I School Night Sleepover 144 pages Pub. Date: 2016



dtv junior



The Scribblers II Panic in the Schoolyard 144 pages Pub. Date: 2016



dtv junior
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AGE 8 AND UP FRENCLH SAMP TEION NSILLAABLE TRAAV A



© private



Beate Dölling Didier Laget Sugared Pretzels My holidays with Marie 160 pages With 2c-illustrations by Joëlle Tourlonias



It’s day one of the holiday in France—the first day at the beach. When ten-yearold Max sets eyes on Marie, a French girl his own age, it’s like he’s been struck by lightning. From that point on, she’s all he can think about, from her dark hair with that super-cute barrette all the way down to her tanned toes—and those delicious sugared pretzels she sells from her hawker’s tray on the beach. She’s selling them to raise money to buy an old sick neighbour’s horse. The animal will be sold to the highest bidder if she doesn’t buy it first. For Max it’s a no-brainer: he has to help Marie.



• a heart-warming holiday tale of the adventure that is first love • Didier Laget, the author’s partner, had a similar experience of falling in love at the age of ten, and the two of them collaborated on turning it into a delightful children’s story



dtv Verlagsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG [email protected] www.dtv.de



Tumblingerstraße 21



BEATE DÖLLING works as a freelance journalist and author for Deutschland Radio Berlin and various print media, as well as running writing workshops. She has won numerous grants for her literary works, which have been published in anthologies, magazines and newspapers. DIDIER LAGET was born in 1957 in France and spent many years touring the length and breadth of Europe as a guitarist for various bands. He is also a visual artist as well as writing books for children and young readers in collaboration with Beate Dölling. JOËLLE TOURLONIAS is a young and extremely successful illustrator with a French background who lives in Düsseldorf. She studied visual communication at Weimar’s Bauhaus University and set out as a freelance artist in 2009; since then she has illustrated many children’s books.
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ACTIVITY BOOKS / AGE 10 AND UP



© private



Silke Schmidt The Do-It-Yourself Best Friends Manual



160 pages With 2c-illustrations by the author



It’s twice the fun if there’s more than one! Creative ideas for two. 37 activities for girls and their friends—from baking to handicrafts, or just finding out how well you really know each other. Because everything’s twice as much fun if there‘s two of you. Which is why there’s always two sections to fill in; two checklists for you and your friend: the weather, your moods, all the things you’ve been up to. And, most important of all, profiles of yourself and your best girlfriends.



SILKE SCHMIDT was born in 1973. She studied literature in Mainz and Edinburgh and ﬁne arts at the Academy of Arts in Berlin. Since then she has been working as an artist and illustrator for various magazines, publishers and companies. She lives in the Uckermark region north of Berlin with her family.



• a customised diary and a creative activity book—the perfect mix! • creative ideas for every day of the year • includes joint spa days, swapping clothes, dual photo sessions, friendship play lists, friendship bracelets and much, much more



OTHER VOLUMES IN THE SERIES: The Do-It-Yourself Holiday Manual 152 pages Pub. Date: 2015



dtv junior



Rights sold: Czech Republic dtv Verlagsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG [email protected] www.dtv.de



The Do-It-Yourself Christmas Manual 152 pages Pub. Date: 2015
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AGE 11 AND UP



© Levin Stuckenholz



Hans-Jürgen Feldhaus Quinn & Spencer II The Great Gamble



240 pages With b/w-illustrations by the author



A survival camping trip with the whole class in the suburban woods... Quinn is dreading it. But there’s no escape—the whole of his cousin Karl’s family has to go. And since his unwilling relocation from Liverpool to Göttingen, Quinn has become an integral part of that family. Spencer, the rebellious foundling dog from Turkey, has to come along too, which turns out to be a real blessing for Quinn.



HANS-JÜRGEN FELDHAUS, born in 1966, studied graphics design at Münster and works as a freelance illustrator for various ﬁrms and publishers. He has illustrated numerous books in the dtv junior series.



At least that’s what he thinks. Because he’s come up with a brilliant plan: he’s going to fleece everyone in a rigged game of poker and then make off—with Spencer’s assistance of course. The plan is idiot-proof as long as Quinn and Spencer work together. The only hitch is that Spencer has no idea what he’s in for…



• cool, witty and on-trend: the new comic novel series from bestselling author Hans-Jürgen Feldhaus • delightfully wicked: Spencer stirs up life in the German provinces in a way that can only be compared to Alf



VOLUME I OF THE SERIES: FELDHAUS



ZWEI CHECKER, KEIN PLAN



Quinn and Spencer Two Smart-Alecks, One Tail, No Plan 240 pages Pub. Date: 2016



Den wi ll ich schna ihm au ppt sic ch ge h den ben, ab sagt sie Tacker er da echt sp aus m ist Mum einer Das wi itz: »S schne Hand o rede rd Folge ller, und zu n Sie n habe Und da Mr Co nicht n. Da nn dr oper mit m üc ha »Kein kt Hand ben Sie einem sie M e Sorg , wobe r Coop Sohn. Ihren e, Kind uns ein i sie da er Scheißt presst das Te er. Alles bei et paar Ta acker!« und ve il in die was fa wird w ge spät rsehe pers Ha hin hrig de ieder gehalte ntlich er mit nd rei n Abzu gut!«, eine He ne ... nt g ac teilte zusam kert. ftklam »Oh ... Mum menmer vo s... so rry! Da ich nic ll in M ht! D. s wollt r Coo.. das e ich M tut ...« um no , höre ch ehrlic cken h ersch eine roEntsc stotte huldigu rn, die ng dann Gebrüll aber in des fri dem sch ge Mr Co tacker ... nach oper un ten dem sie tergeh Ergeb t. zwei Ja uns ku nis: No rz vorh hren Ge ge we ch ein er mitg gen Kö e Anze fängni cher, sc rperve ieteilt s veru hwerer rletzu hatte rteilt Körper ng. , dass worden ve sie



rletzun sei. W zu Und we g! egen zweif il Mr Co ameine op Geschw er vom Juge ndam ister nen, w t der M und ich urde einun Familie nicht und ve g war allein Taylor rteilt. , dass aufw mal eb Auf da Robert, achsen en ku s kom Helen könrz getre plette ... alle nächste englisc nnt, ze kamen he Kö n Verw rlegt nigreic sie irg andten techni h. en sch ge Dy vo dwo lan, n Dads sehen unter. eine ält Seite. au Be ch ere Sc i den Weil M echt we hwes 20 Jahr um fa nig zu ter, m milienen nich bieten it der t meh ziemlic Mum hat. Bi r rede h däm aber s auf t, weil seit m lich fin Mum Alle als indeste det. ihre ält o kam ns ere Sc Verw en sie hwes andtsc bei Da ter haft un ds cool ... bis ter. er auf ein en! Ra te, we n!
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AGE 12 AND UP



© Dieter Mayr



Doris Dörrie An Alien Forest



112 pages



12-year-old Pula’s mother sends her abroad to a strange country where she winds up in a sinister forest with her friend Pelge. They find shelter at the home of an eccentric elderly lady, but their sense of security is misguided: a threatening monster-like creature—half-snake, half giant worm—has holed up in the house and it keeps growing and growing and getting more dangerous by the minute. Soon it threatens to devour the whole house!



• highly original, quirky and gripping: entertainment of the first order from Doris Dörrie—bestselling author and probably Germany’s best-known female filmmaker • a highly original, fast-paced, riveting thriller coalescing realistic issues including coming-of-age, breaking away from parental influence and escape



dtv Verlagsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG [email protected] www.dtv.de



Tumblingerstraße 21



DORIS DÖRRIE was born in Hannover. She studied theatre and drama in California and New York but subsequently turned her hand to ﬁlm directing. Her third movie, Men, was an international box-oﬃce hit. Alongside her work as a ﬁlmmaker, she writes short stories, novels and children’s books. In recent years she has also made a name for herself as an opera director. Doris Dörrie lives and works in Munich.



80337 München



Germany
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AGE 12 AND UP



© Antonio Moroni



Susanne Mischke Don’t Kiss Ray



320 pages



Romeo and Juliet in the Social Media Age When Jill meets Ray by the waffle stand at a music festival, the attraction is instant, mutual and overwhelming. But a thunderstorm scuppers their first date and Jill resigns herself to never seeing him again. So she can hardly believe her eyes when a few hours later she realises that the lead singer of the up-and-coming band Broken Biscuits—whose poster takes pride of place on her best friend’s wall (and not just hers either!)—is none other than Ray! And as if that wasn’t enough, he calls out to the packed audience: “Hey there, girl with the powder-sugar nose! Are you out there somewhere? Really sorry I couldn’t make it earlier! Same place, same time tomorrow?”



SUSANNE MISCHKE was born in Kempten in the Allgäu Alps and lives in Hanover. One of the bestknown thriller writers for both young readers and adults in the German-speaking world, she is the recipient of the Georg-Christoph-Lichtenberg Prize for Literature and the “Agathe”—the City of Wiesbaden’s award for female crime ﬁction authors. Her books have been translated into several languages and many of them have been made into television ﬁlms.



Little does Ray know what untold trouble his unplanned announcement has landed them in. His contract specifies that he must remain single, and to make matters worse an over-enthusiastic Biscuits fan has taken a photo of them together, triggering a vicious online hate-campaign. Jill and Ray are forced to split up before they can even get together in the first place—but neither of them can get the other out of their minds…



• a love story with all the requisite ingredients to make girl reader’s hearts beat faster • caught between boybands and fan mania: this book captures the dreams and realities of today’s teenagers



dtv Verlagsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG [email protected] www.dtv.de
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Germany
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KLETT KINDERBUCH



Picture Books
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KLET T KINDERBUCH • AGE 6 AND UP



Meyer / Lehmann / Schulze The School Trip The Wild Little Ones at School III



Klett Kinderbuch 48 pages With 4c-illustrations by Kristine Schulz



Anton, Selin, Ferdinand and everyone else in 2c are really looking forward to their school trip. But when they arrive at their destination, they find themselves staring disappointment in the face. First of all Mrs. Grimm, the strict manager of the hostel, more than lives up to her name: the kids are forbidden from doing every little thing! And secondly the actual programme of events turns out to be a total bore. There’s a constant stream of tasks and activities – it’s almost as bad as school! It goes without saying that the wild little ones see to it that this school trip lives up to their expectations in the end. In fact they go all out to make it a trip no one will ever forget—especially Mrs. Grimm! After a frustrating start, the trip’s stupid restrictions give way to sensational secrets.



• a slice of first-grade reality—though maybe a little wilder than most! • for children who are looking forward to school and can’t wait for it to start Richard öffn et seine bra une Tüte und „Möhren! Da würgt. bin ich allergis ch drauf! Un schrumpelige d Apfelringe, wie langweilig! Davon krieg ich Durchfall !“ Er macht Pupsgeräusch ein . Da muss sog ar Herr Grü mm ein biss lachen. Seine chen Tochter guc kt streng zu und will fast ihm hin etwas sagen. Aber dann teil lieber die Zim t sie mer ein.



OTHER VOLUMES IN THE SERIES:



14



Anton, Ferdin and, Mabu und Richard kom zusammen in men ein Zimmer. Nebenan sind Mara, Sofia Selin, und Helene gelandet. Helene weint, weil sie mit Lara-Maria Zimmer will. in ein „Sonst fahr ich wieder nac Hause“, sch h luchzt sie. Sie darf tausch en, und stattd essen kommt Alim a.
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The Wild Little Ones at School I



The Wild Little Ones at School II



School at Last!



The Sports Festival
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KLET T KINDERBUCH • AGE 7 AND UP



Thilo Reﬀert 5 Grams of Happiness From the life of a lunchbox



© private



Klett Kinderbuch 48 pages With 4c-illustrations by Sonia Kurzbach



What does really go on in the fridge when the door is shut and the light goes out? What do all the various objects in the school’s lost property box talk about at night? Is the “moderately soiled” wash cycle a bit like a spa, or is it more akin to a watery inferno? Young readers will discover the answers to all these questions and loads more by following the sometimes dramatic but usually humorous adventures recounted by Ludwig’s lunchbox.



The first school year wittily described by a first-grader’s constant companion—his lunchbox box.



THILO REFFERT was born in Magdeburg in 1970. He writes plays, crime thrillers for radio and audio plays for kids, for which he has won numerous awards. He lives in the outskirts of Berlin with his wife and three daughters. SONIA KURZBACH was born in Aurich in East Frisia in 1983. She trained and worked as a media designer. After eight years as an employee, she won a grant to study illustration in Berlin, and now works as a freelance illustrator, mainly for children’s books and textbooks.



Nie zuvor war ich in einer Spülmaschin was für eine e gewesen. Hölle nun losb Ich hatte nich rach. Die Tür schl t geahnt, oss sich, ich hörte ein Klic Und dann wur ken, gefolgt de aus tausend von einem Brum Düsen glühheiß geschossen! men. es Wasser auf mich Ich rief um Hilfe . „Jetzt hab dich nicht so!“, rief eine Stimme Gurgeln. „Da durch das Rau s ist nur das schen und Mäßig-versch eine Stunde mutzt-Progr zwanzig.“ amm. Dauert Die Stimme nur kam mir selts am bekannt aus kreisend vor, aber ich en Wasserstra konnte in dem hlen nichts erke Antwor t. Inferno nnen. Ich röch elte etwas zur „Ach was“, hörte ich die Stimme wied Verschmutzt er, „du solltest e-Töpfe-Prog mal das ramm erleben. Da ahnte ich Das dauert etwas und ich zwei Stunden fragte in das du aus Gua vierzig!“ Dunkel hine ngzhou?“ in: „Sag mal , bist 38



Ablauf. endlichen m allmorg ich war. it mit de glücklich diese Ze ich, wie tdose?“ gern an te weiß deine Bro Erst heu ere mich ist r. nn seh wo eri ig, Ich dann zt so er: „Ludw zog mich lt mir jet feh imm wig s pa da Lud s Pa All Ranzen. rief Ludwig noch im . Morgens öhnlich l ich deine die Küche e da gew mich in „Wann wil Ich steckt brachte zu sagen. aus und pa dann , immer her gte Ludwigs Pa s haben pfle sie abend , „Ludwig“ „Du willst ?“ nt: au ben gel ha l gut Brotdose und rief: jedes Ma Papa hin wig rief Und Lud h seinem mic lt auf, hie Papa!“ wig mich ppte Lud sen!“ Dann kla s aufgeges „Guck, alle 17
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Recommendations from our Backlist



Renate Welsh The Little Vampie Frau Lizzi gets quite a shock when she discovers a little vampire in her flat. Should she keep it? And what does it drink? The educational intention of this book is well disguised in this humorous story. Does one really need a vampie to make people find their emotional equilibrium again? Three more titles available in the series



Age 7 and up 112 pages b/w-illustrations



Over 1.2 million copies sold! Rights sold: Spain, Ukraine, Bulgaria , Korea, Slovenia, PR China



Christian Linker Wolf City Janek wakes up - and finds himself alone. All the people have disappeared and the animals and plants seem to be gradually repossessing the city. Vacillating between excitement and panic, Janek wanders the streets with his missing neighbour’s dog, walking in circles around his school over and over again - because he’s written a message on the blackboard: “If there’s anyone left out there apart from me, please contact Janek.“



Age 10 and up 208 pages



A riveting adventure set in a transformed world, with a focus on children’s real-life worries and needs



Petra Fietzek Belly Laughs are the best Eight-year-old Meret is looking for a new friend—a girl with really bright ideas who likes to think things through, a girl who knows a whole lot about life. So Meret decides to draw up a list of everyone worth considering: the result is a choice between five girls (and two boys for emergency use only!) The name at the very bottom of the list is Annabell—aka “the Princess”. But when Annabell falls ill and Meret brings her homework to her house, the two girls discover that they have more in common than they thought. Poetic, moving and funny – a true-to-life story of friendship. Age 7 and up 200 pages 4c-illustrations
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foreign rights guide spring 2018 

and Nero, as well as the fictional characters of a gladiator, a slave, and a school- girl, all speak in this book. ey share .... create pictures from petals, make cosmetics from fruits and vegetables, learn which blossoms are edible, up- cycle vases 
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foreign rights - Hanser Literaturverlage 

Volume 2: Popinga goes shopping to the mall. Wow! All the things they ..... Charlotte the sheep is the main character of this thrilling whodunit story. One day the ... business for many years. Hanser published ... Publication date: January 2018.
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Spring 2017 

HS Boys Division 1. Date. Time Field Home Team. Away Team. Spring 2017. Game. 2.2d. 03/04/17 2:00 PM. #8. 00 FC Wichita
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Spring 2017 

4 mar. 2017 - 593. 04/02/17 10:30 AM #16. 04 Wichita Legends. 04 Salina United. 597. 04/02/17 12:00 PM #16. 04 Las Ninas
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Foreign Rights Catalogue - Editorial Libre Albedrío 

limits. Our task is to deliver the worlds created by our authors and illustrators to your homes so that you can travel t
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SPRING/SUMMER 2017 

[email protected]. Amparo Lopez. Mobil +34 678 78 91 33 [email protected]. PORTUGAL. G. K. Sermersheim, LDA. Rua Prof. Mota Pinto 42-F esc.
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foreign sales q2 2017 es 
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AYSO 2017 SPRING SEASON 

8 abr. 2017 - 8 GUILLERMO MEDINA. 9 ELA-REFUGIO FLORES. Coaches: Muchas gracias y diviértanse. DATE. HOME. VISITOR. TIME
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foreign sales q2 2017 en 
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DYNAMO SPRING CUP 2017 REGLAS 

Saltos de agua se anima pero se dará a la discreción del árbitro. 3.Tiempo de ... de informar el resultado de cada parti
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PS 230 spring registration 2017 

27 ene. 2017 - BCT at PS 230 – Spring 2017. Mondays: BCT Production - Monday. 2:40-4:40pm. 3rd-5th grades. March 13, 201
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2017 Parent Rights Packet Spanish 

Nota: Durante los primeros 13 días de escuela (del 16 de agosto al 1 de septiembre) ... para las familias que buscan alg
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High School Spring League 2017 

Florence. 8:00. Big. Small. 8:00. Jarrell. 9:00. Big. Small. 9:00. 5:00. Big. Small. 5:00. Mann/. 6:00. Big. Small. 6:00
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U5 Coed Spring 2017 Schedule 

Cervantes. Field 27 and 29 U6. 02/04/2017 10:30. 11:30. Breaud. Butler. Field 26 and 28 U6. 02/11/2017 10:30. 11:30. Ric
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U5 BOYS SCHEDULE Spring 2017 

Spring 2017. DATE. TIME. FIELD. HOME TEAM. AWAY TEAM. 3/25. 9:00. 8. Bordeaux. Lyon. 3/25. 9:00. 12. Lens. Marseille. 3/
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Spring 2017 Boys 4th Grade Schedules 

Page 1. Greater Libertyville Soccer Association - Spring 2017. Boys 4th Grade Schedules. Coach. Email. Team #. Team. Bre
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Spring 2017 Boys 3rd Grade Schedules 

[email protected]. 281. Los Angeles. MICHAEL. CENAR. [email protected]. 282. San Jose. Rick. Cunningham recunningha
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Tournament : CAPS Playoffs Program : 2017 Spring Registration ... 

Order Round Home Team. Away Team. Date. Start Time End Time Location ... 06/03/2017 [Sat] 10:00 AM 11:30 AM SVLL Complex
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Spring 2017 Newsletter Spanish - Constant Contact 

donar equipo, fondos o conocimientos - todas habilidades y experiencia son bienvenidos! RECETA DE LA GRANJA. POR TIERRA
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spring programs 

Creating Community Through People, Parks and Programs. Please register at least ... the basics of the Medieval martial a
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spring 2019 

12 dic. 2018 - TA: Christian Oiticia | Studio 1. Make your character drawings .... Discover the science and magic behind
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Spring 2016 

HS Boys. Date. Time Field Home Team. Away Team. Spring 2016. Game. 2.2b. 03/06/16 12:00 PM #10. 98 Azteca. 97 Sporting W
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spring 2016 

you want to advance in the field of monetary research… you would be disinclined ... it will come to the rescue with truc
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spring 2018 

argues, the culture of academic economists encourages and rewards .... value. (pp. 51–52). Although econometric testing
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